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Description: 

In the picture I can see a big river. A ship is sailing on the water. The river can be crossed via 

a long bridge and some stairs. At the end of the stairs the Statue of Liberty is hovering over a 

couple of skyscrapers which can be seen in the background. On the picture’s left-hand side 

are a park and the American flag. In the sky are clouds as well as Friederike’s name. In the 

top right-hand corner is a lettering of New York, decorated with the Stars and Stripes. Below 

this lettering, there are New York street sign and another American flag in the form of a heart 

which is placed on the very top of the Empire State Building.  

 

Interpretation: 

I think the artist, whose name is probably Friedrike, wants to show her American dream. Her 

American dream is to come to New York and to see the Statue of Liberty which is a symbol 

of freedom. The ideal that is represented by the statue is still vivid today because the statue 

is hovering over the city, and you can reach the statue the stairs. So the idea of freedom is 

still there, but you have to try hard to reach it. 

 

Picture analysis by Paula 
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Description: 

When I look at the picture, the first elements I notice are the yellow taxis on the bottom of the 

picture. In the background are many people, some of them are colorfully painted. There are a 

lot of skyscrapers, too. On their front walls, a number of luminous advertisings which are 

partly highlighted in various colours present different products, but on one of them displays a 

photo of a girl. Finally, the picture is framed by a mock picture frame. 

 

Interpretation: 

I think the place displayed in the picture is in New York – most probably it’s the Times 

Square which is usually very crowded and busy. Moreover, I also think that the girl on one of 

the ads is Jessica. Maybe it is Jessica’s dream to be famous so that her photo is shown on 

one of the big advertisements at Times Square. Because America is also said to be the land 

of unlimited opportunities, her dream would fit to the American Dream. 

 

Picture analysis by Giulia 
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Description: 

In the picture I can see the face of a young boy and next to it the faces of three old men that 

are sculptured in a massive wall of rock. Their faces are green, pink, and red. Under the 

boy’s face the name Justin Schmidt is carved. In the background you can identify the sky 

with many glittering stars. The famous Horse Shoe which can be found at the Colorado River 

is at the bottom. Next to it, there is a treasure chest with gold and money – it sparkles and 

shines very brightly. In the center of the picture are little green trees. At the right-hand side, 

you can find a sign which says, “American dream”. The most eye-catching thing is probably 

the Mount Rushmore, i.e. the rocks with the huge faces in the middle of the artwork. 

 

Interpretation: 

I think the artist’s name is Justin because you can find both his name and photo in the 

picture. In my opinion, he dreams of being the President of the United States of America 

because his face is next to the famous former presidents depicted at Mount Rushmore. In 

addition, he dreams of finding a treasure chest with a lot of money and gold in America, so 

that he is rich then. Perhaps the gold is in the area around the Colorado River because the 

Horse Shoe is placed next to the treasure chest. However, the Horse Shoe could also mean 

that he just wants to visit the river and this famous sight. 

 

Picture analysis by Lara 
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Description: 

The given picture is a coloured picture with many details to discover. On the left and right 

side are some buildings and people, probably friends of the artist whose name might be 

Alina. They cheer her driving a trendy cabriolet. In the background there is the Grand 

Canyon with an airplane over the canyon at the top of the picture. Behind the Grand Canyon 

we can see the sun. Moreover, several skyscrapers appear in the background. Interestingly, 

some people are sitting on top of them or try to climb up to the top of one of the skyscrapers. 

In the foreground you see the Route 66 leading straight to the Grand Canyon. In addition to 

the cabriolet, a racing car is driving towards the finish line. Some more people stand at the 

side of the street and wave and cheer for a person named Alina. 

 

Interpretation: 

I think the artist wants to drive very fast with a cabriolet along the Route 66 and wants to visit 

the Grand Canyon. Maybe the other people in the picture are her friends and symbolize that 

she doesn’t want to be there alone – they should join her on her trip tot he USA. All in all, the 

picture presents freedom and liberty because of the long road and the unusual arrangement 

of the elements. 

 

Picture analysis by Tia 
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Description: 
The first elements I can see in the picture are the two flashes which split the picture in three 
sections. But the flashes don´t really cut the artwork into different sections, it´s after all a 
whole picture. In the centre is a long bridge. Below, there is water on which a red boat sails. 
The boat’s name is “Tia”. Behind the bridge, in the background, are many skyscrapers and 
other houses, some of them have tapered roofs. In addition, the first houses in front of the 
city are coloured, the others remain grey, black, and white. At the top of the picture, the blue 
sky dominates. There aren´t any people, but on the left-hand side there is also a small jetty 
for boats to see, also in grey. 
 

Interpretation: 
I think the artist wants to show that his American Dream lies in a big city, of which there are 
really quite a lot in America, and in the sea. If I was asked whether it’s a man or woman, I 
would say that it´s a girl and that she´s called Tia because this name is written on the boat. 
She might also long to see the big skyscrapers, but likewise the contrasts of the city, i.e. the 
positive, nice, and colourful things, but also the bad and dark aspects. Besides, she wants to 
come there to see the whole sky from the very top of all, it could be the sky, which is seen 
from a roof, but it could also be the mere horizon of all the things which happen in the city. 
The bridge could say that she needs a little bit of safety, something that gives her a feeling 
that she can come back home or can escape. But maybe it is just a symbol for her wish of 
crossing such a big bridge, of being in this height, of seeing the water. It is, of course, a 
special experience. I think that the boat under the bridge clearly indicates that the artist 
wants to make a boat trip. She might want to come out of all, out of the ordinary that 
everyone does. She seems to have the deep wish to paddle her own canoe, to experience 
the feeling of freedom. Just the jetty at the left-hand site is a sign that she wants to come 
back. But this return means, “I´m back in the grey and black.” That´s why the jetty is grey, 
like many houses in the city are. I think, she does not dream of a nice, perfect world, but she 
surely wants to help turning the grey world into a better or more colourful one.  
 

Picture analysis by Marie 
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Description 

In the middle of the foreground of the picture is the big Statue of Liberty. The clothes of the 

Statue of Liberty are pink. On the right side of the statue of Liberty are many skyscrapers. In 

the bottom left-hand corner is a girl and over the girl is the word “Hollywood” and some 

palms. In the top left-hand corner is a cloud or sign with the lettering “American Dream” and 

the Stars and Stripes. In the background is the great blue sky, but there are many clouds, 

too. In the middle of the picture is a big bay, and in the background, i.e. within the water, 

there is a sea bridge. The Lady Liberty also holds a book which is entitled “New York”. 

Finally, there is the banner of Las Vegas in the top right-hand corner. 

 

Interpretation 

The girl in the bottom left-hand corner is probably Paula. I think the picture describes the 

American Dream of Paula because the sign in the top left-hand corner says “American 

Dream”. In the top right-hand corner is the sign of Las Vegas. Therefore, I think it is her 

dream to travel to Los Angeles (Hollywood), to New York and to Las Vegas. Perhaps she 

also wants both to swim in the ocean and to enjoy the weather. 

 

Picture analysis by Mathis 
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Description: 

In this picture you can see a street which runs straight through a canyon. At the top a nice 

sky is painted and in the top right-hand corner the Statue of Liberty and the Empire State 

Building tower over the canyon. Moreover, you can identify a tropical forest and a mountain 

at the left side. The street leads from the foreground through the center to the background, 

so it connects all layers of the picture. Behind the canyon, there is a sunrise or -set, but the 

sun appears in the form of the peace symbol. On both the left- and right-hand side of the 

street is steppe.  

 

Interpretation: 

Maybe the artist wants to show that there is a street from any country to America because 

you can see the Statue of Liberty and the ESB behind the canyon in the background, and 

these buildings are in America and represent freedom and economic progress. The canyon 

could be a border, so the artist wants to express that America is the country of peace. I 

deduce this because the peace sun, also a famous hippie symbol, is behind the canyon, too.  

 

Picture analysis by Furhan 
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Description: 

In the picture, I can see a step with several rocks in the background. Between some of those 

rocks, a girl in a ballet dress is balancing on a rope. Next, there are also some modern 

skyscrapers at the left-hand side. In the center of the picture, two rather old cars are passing 

by. In addition, I can see a helicopter flying at the top of the picture, and this helicopter 

carries some letters on ropes that could form the word “HOLLYWOOD“. In the top right-hand 

corner, I can see the Statue of Liberty appearing behind a rock and the American flag. In the 

bottom left-hand corner, I can see a tree on which several hamburgers and bagels are 

growing . 

 

Interpretation: 

In the picture are skyscrapers and I think they are part of New York because one of them 

might be the Empire State Building. I guess the artist likes hamburgers and bagels because 

there is a tree with burgers and bagels. There are also old cars, so I think she likes to drive 

through the step. All in all, her American Dream is about doing crazy things. 

 

Picture analysis by Leonardo 
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Description: 

In the collage’s top left hand corner I can see the famous Hollywood lettering in front of the 

Hollywood Hills of Los Angeles. In the top right hand corner the picture shows the Grand 

Canyon. These two elements of the artwork are divided by the Empire State Building, The 

most eye-catching elements, then, are the cars which drive along a street running across the 

middle of the picture. Along the street, various signs hint at famous cities. Moreover, in the 

middle at the top and at the bottom are photos of many skyscrapers of New York. At the 

bottom left-hand corner is the White House, and at the bottom right-hand corner there is the 

Mount Rushmore.  

 

Interpretation: 

I think the artist of the picture wanted to show that she wants to drive along the Broadway 

and other famous streets to see all the beautiful sights. In particular, she wants to visit Mount 

Rushmore, the Grand Canyon, Hollywood, and the White House. In addition, New York 

seems to be of interest as well. I like the idea of the picture because it is very great to drive 

through America and see all the beautiful places. Maybe, she would take many photos during 

this adventure that would help her to remember her interesting trip. 

 

Picture analysis by Justin 
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Description: 

This piece of art shows a landscape portrait and in particular Mount Rushmore. In general, 

the picture is designed in 3D. To begin with, you can see a lot of trees and stones in the 

foreground. In the upper parts, three military jets fly at the sky. The Statue of Liberty is 

placed at the right-hand side. Next to the Statue of Liberty and in front of the Mount 

Rushmore at the left-hand side of the picture two Dollar notes hurtle through the air. In the 

background you can see a sunset. 

 

Interpretation: 

I think that this picture should hint at both the military as well as the economic power of 

America. Without money and certain skills, you couldn't build sights like Mount Rushmore. 

The jets, then, symbolize that America was, is, and will be a worldleading with respect to 

military power. The overall aim of this country is freedom and liberty which is indicated by 

Lady Liberty. Due to these aspects, the country distinguishes itself from other countries. 

 

Picture analysis by Julius 
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Description: 
 
In the picture you can see the American sight Mount Rushmore. The most eye-catching thing 
is the head of Barack Obama in the middle of the picture. On the right there is the face of 
Abraham Lincoln that is still normal. But the head of George Washington has changed 
because this stone face is painted brown. The head next to him on the right side has a 
mustache. The face of Theodore Roosevelt is occluded by Barack Obama’s face who is 
looking downwards and who is smiling. In the bottom left-hand corner you can see a bit of 
brown-coloured countryside with green trees and the rocks of Mount Rushmore. At the 
bottom there are also a river and trees, too. In the bottom right-hand corner is a little forest. 
At the top are parts of the space with our planet Earth, the sun and other planets. In the 
background you can finally see a dark and blue sky with many white stars. 
 
 
Interpretation 
 
I think that the artist wants to make a trip to America because he will be free and alone there. 
The first sight he is going to visit is Mount Rushmore. If he had the chance, he would like to 
see Barack Obama and talk to him. Probably he would love to see if Obama would be as 
famous as the other presidents shown at the sight. Maybe the artist will go to this sight at 
night because in the picture the sky is dark and you can see many stars. The artist will paint 
the head of Lincoln brown. Probably the artist also wants to fly into the space and wants to 
be an astronaut. Then, the artist wants to go through nature or he wants to drive with a boat 
on a big river. The atmosphere in the picture seems calm and somehow magic. 
 

Picture analysis by Melanie 
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Description: 

In this picture, you can see a lot of stars, famous buildings and different areas of America. In 
the top left-hand corner are a couple of Disney Stars. In the bottom left-hand corner is Mr 
Obama, the President of the United States of America, with his famous slogan: "Yes, we 
can", and on the right side of the president are four teenagers sitting on a wall. In the top 
right-hand corner, there is the face of a celebrity, and in the bottom right-hand corner there 
are in the background structures of a big city and in the foreground is a young lady with big 
sunglasses. 

 

Interpretation: 

At the left top corner are four celebrate ladies of Disney and on the right top corner is the 
face of miley cyrus be carved and next to the Hollywood signe. I think the artist wanted to 
express that her American Dream is to meet many famous people as well as many of those 
famous areas of America. As the artist includes herself together with her friends, she 
probably wants to be accompanied by her friends. And because of Mr Obama’s slogan "Yes, 
we can!" she is hopeful that she will realize this dream someday.  

 

Picture analysis by Daniel
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Description: 

 

The picture shows an American city at night because at the sky are many stars. In addition, 

there are many skyscrapers as the city is very big. The most eye-catching thing is the bridge 

across a river which runs from the top left-hand corner to the bottom right-hand corner. In the 

foreground are many skyscrapers, for example the Empire State Building on the right-hand 

site. In the background, in contrast, are stars and a plane flying at the sky. At the bottom is 

the Hollywood sign. All in all, the picture reminds me of New York because on the left there is 

also the Statue of Liberty, but it is painted in other colours. 

 

Interpretation: 

I think the artist wanted to show that someone can get to New York by plane through the air, 

by car on the streets or by ship across the river – there are many ways. The picture offers a 

feeling of unlimited liberty due to the skyscrapers or the plane, so people can live freely 

there. Maybe the artist wants to live in this city as well in order to experience the city-life.  

 

Picture analysis by Niklas 
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Description: 

In the middle of the picture is a horse with a girl riding on its back. In the bottom right-hand 

corner there is a dirty river in front of a forrest. Above this forrest, another tropical forrest 

begins and covers the rest of the right side oft he picture. From the bottom to the top left-

hand side of the picture there is a vast steppe with many mountains and a blue sky. Another 

horse runs through the steppe towards the girl on the horse’s back. 

 

 

Interpretation: 

In my opinion, the artist wants to ride on horse through the pretty American landscape and 

experience different parts of the nature. Probably she also likes the mountains and a steppe. 

 

 

Picture analysis by Janosch 
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Description: 

 

In the bottom right hand corner is a Las Vegas sign. In the top right hand corner you can see 

a Hollywood sign. On the left side of the Hollywood sign there are the Empire State Building 

and also the famous rapper Pitbull. In the foreground you can see the statue of liberty as the 

most eye-catching element. In addition, you can see the flag of America in the top left hand 

corner. In the background you can see New York in the evening with many lights, and at the 

top of the picture the sky is presented orange. 

 

Interpretation: 

 

I think that the artist wants to say that his favourite rapper is Pitbull. He probably wants to live 

in a big city like New York (the city that never sleeps) and he would like to visit many famous 

sights like the statue of liberty or the Empire State Building. Moreover, I think he wants to see 

Pitbull in real life, too. 

 

Picture analysis by Florian 
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Description: 

In the middle of the picture, I can see a colourful city with a lot of skyscrapers. On the bottom, 

there is a long black road leading to the city. At the roadside is a big sign, “Welcome to 

Fabulous LAS VEGAS, Nevada“. On the left-hand side is an immitation of the Eiffel Tower 

and in the top left-hand corner is the famous Caesar’s Palace. In the top right-hand corner, 

then, is another immitation, this time it is the Sphinx. The entire background of the picture is 

black. 

 

Interpretation: 

I think the artist wanted to express that he wants to visit Las Vegas, a very colourful city. 

Because the background is black, the colours appear to be very vivid and intense. In Las 

Vegas, the artist probably wants to see the Caesar’s Palace and the immitations of the 

Sphinx and the Eiffel Tower. 

 

Picture analysis by Jasmina 
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Description:  

On the right side of the picture I can see on the one hand the Statue of Liberty which says, 

‘Yes, we can!’ and on the other hand the USA-flag. On the street which is running at the 

bottom of this picture the name of the artist is engraved – “Celina”. A yellow taxi, a sign from 

the Wallstreet, a little USA-flag and a crack are in the bottom left-hand corner. In the 

background are many skyscrapers with pink and yellow graffiti lines. Finally, the blue sky has 

both big and small stars and also some glitter.  

 

Interpretation: 

I think the artist wanted to show that she wants to see the Statue of Liberty and to meet 

Barack Obama because in the picture it says Obama’s slogan “Yes, we can!” and Barack 

Obama is the person who says this sentence. In addition, I think she wants to drive with a 

yellow taxi to the Wallstreet because that is part of the picture, too. Maybe the artist wants to 

be famous because her name is written on the street. Moreover, I think that she wanted to 

show that in her point of view New York is a colorful, vivid city because the front-sides of 

many skyscrapers are covered with graffiti and on the sky stars and glitter bring in a romantic 

atmosphere. 

 

Picture analysis by Jessica 
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Description: 

In the picture I can see a bus which is very colourful. Second, the most eye-catching thing is 

a street which is made of many flags and which is in the centre of the picture. Then, in the 

bottom left-hand corner, I can see gras with many flowers. Next to it, there is a picture which 

shows a concert. In the background is black paper, and in the foreground I can see a “Bully“ 

bus. At last, at the right side I can identify water as well as a beach, and a woman dressed in 

a USA flag is standing on it. 

 

Interpretation: 

I think the artist wanted to show that the woman has emigrated into the USA and will drive 

through the country by bus. Furthermore, I suppose that this person loves America because 

in the picture are so many USA flags. All in all, this picture shows hippie style. 

 

Picture analysis by Celina 
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Description: 
 
In the picture you can find a skyline, the Statue of Liberty, the moon with the American flag, 

and some satellites. The predominant colors of the picture are black, white, yellow, and 

orange. From the bottom left-hand corner to the bottom right-hand corner there is a cutted 

skyline. In front of the skyline, almost in the bottom right-hand corner, there is the Statue of 

Liberty which is colored in orange. Instead of the real head of the statue, we can see the 

head of the artist Florian. In the sky, at the top of the picture, are some satellites and the 

yellow-coloured moon with the American flag in front of a brown and grey background.  

 
 
Interpretation: 
 
I think the artist wanted to show that his dream is being free. I can deduce this from the 

Statue of Liberty, which is a symbol of freedom, and especially from the statue’s head that is 

replaced by the head of the artist. The satellites and the moon make me think that the artist 

Florian wants to fly to the moon some day which would also symbolize unlimited freedom. 

Here, the American nation has already pioneered with the first moon landing. 

 

Picture analysis by Hanna 
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Description: 

On the left side of this picture, I can see the Statue of Liberty and next to her are parts of a 

canyon. In the bottom left-hand corner I can see a cupcake with roses and in the bottom right 

hand corner Mini Mouse and Micky Mouse dance together at the beach. The most eye-

catching thing is the city in the middle of the picture and the lettering HOLLYWOOD hovering 

next to it. Below the photo of the city is a star bearing the lettering Hollywood Walk Of Fame. 

Last but not least, in the top left hand corner I can see the flag of America. 

 

Interpretation: 

In my opinion, the city in the middle of the picture is New York because you can identify the 

Empire State Building. Therefore, I think that the artist wants to visit both New York and 

Hollywood. The star shows that the person might also plan to go to the "Walk Of Fame" in 

Hollywood or that the artist wants to be famous himself. I think that Micky and Mini Mouse 

are symbols for "Walt Disney" because they are Disney figures. The Statue of Liberty is an 

important symbol for freedom, and the canyon is also a symbol for freedom because if you 

stand at the edge of a precipicen you will see everything and you could have a feeling of 

being free. Maybe the artist was also hungry, so he dreamt of a cupcake. 

 

Picture analysis by Alina 
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Description: 
 
In the middle of the picture, I can see the Statue of Liberty as the most eye-catching element. 

From the left to the right side, there is a luminous skyline. Almost at the bottom right-hand 

corner, there is a big skyscraper on which is written in very big and white characters “Los 

Angeles“. At the bottom left-hand corner, in contrast, is a skyscraper that carrys the word 

“Francisco“. Above it, a heart is projected into the sky, and in the heart the namens of many 

famous cities of the USA are written. At the top of the picture, a sign of Las Vegas is put in 

the sky. The colour of the sky is a hint for the time of the day that is probably sunset. 

 
 
Interpretation: 

I guess the artist wanted to express that he loves the American mega cities because we can 

find the names of many of them within the artwork. A view over the skyline of a big city 

seems to be part of his dream, especially when it is late in the afternoon and more and more 

lights are switched on in the skyscrapers. The Statue of Liberty is a symbol for hope and 

freedom, so the artist believes that the big cities are a symbol for freedom, too. 

 

Picture analysis by Lorena 
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Description and Interpretation: 
 
 
In the middle of the picture I can see a motorbike with a boy on a road. In the background is 

the skyline of New York. Moreover, the skyscrapers are black and the sky is painted yellow 

and blue. On both the right and the left side, I can see a desert. Behind the motorbike is a 

fire, probably caused by the motorbike’s high speed. I think the artist wanted to show a boy 

on a motorbike who drove along the road – America is the land of unlimited possibilities. 

Maybe the boy is a bank robber because he has a black scarf over his face which lets him 

look somehow dangerous. 

 

 

Picture analysis by Friederike 


